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Abstract

We discuss some perceived shortcomings of management accounting in the light of the financial crisis of 2008. We describe current trends in management accounting thinking and Japanese perspectives on the discipline. Our main focus is on the lack of reliable measurement of financial risk and its consequences. The importance of collaborative multi-disciplinary research through partnerships between academics and practitioners is emphasised.
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Introduction

The 2008 global financial crisis once more raised questions concerning the role of accounting in organisations. When things go wrong we ask ourselves if we could have done things better so that what happened might not have happened. Could we have foreseen and avoided the problem had we been better informed or better directed? Were we deficient or looking in the wrong direction?

Many of the criticisms levelled against accounting and accountants (often by themselves) are similar to those that were aired at the time of the Asian financial crisis in the mid to late 1990s. Insufficient clarity in what was being measured, the wrong things being measured or things being measured inappropriately, lack of standards, inadequate transparency and poor ethical conduct. In short, poor corporate governance.

These deficiencies apply to both financial and management accounting. Both disciplines are ultimately founded on common principles. Management accounting is directed to internal decision making purposes, though, and the emphasis is less on transparency and disclosure and more on measurement and relevance for managerial decision making. Here we reflect on the state of play in management accounting, Japanese perspectives on issues facing management accounting in the wake of the global financial crisis, and what we believe to be the main shortcoming of management accounting contributing to the financial crisis – the reliable measurement of financial risk.

The state of management accounting generally

Management accounting in Asia, influenced by developments in the US, Europe and, distinctively Japan, has been considered until recently to be relatively backward, lacking theory and a knowledge of practice compared to financial accounting (Nishimura and Willett, 2005). More generally, Davila & Oyon (2008) criticize management accounting research as working
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too much within silos. They argue that researchers should consider the impact of
their work on society at large and describe what is happening in society. Management accounting academics and professionals share the same discipline but often have little in common in the problems they perceive as being important and the approach for dealing with these, except, perhaps, their terminology. Recent events, the global financial crisis and corporate governance scandals, bring pressure for academic researchers and business professionals to work together more effectively to address these problems, analyse their causes and suggest workable solutions.

The immediate cause of the current financial crisis is generally attributed, as with the earlier Asian financial crisis, to poor corporate governance (Dujuan, 2009; Dercon, 2007; Parker, Peters, and Turetsky, 2002). This is partly a problem of ethics (Wong, 2009). Better management accounting cannot solve the ethical problem but poor management accounting information compromises good ethical decision making. Much has been made of the need for management accounting to encompass non-financial and non-quantitative information to provide a broader understanding of the problems faced by management (Pretorius, 2008; Otley, 2008; Asada, Bailes, and Suzuki, 2000). The underlying cause of the financial crisis, however, is the failure to control financial risk. Again, while management accounting cannot, of itself, prevent managers taking undue risks; it can by accurately measuring and reporting financial risk, draw attention to the need to manage risk. Then, if ethical imperatives are followed, supported by appropriate incentives to act in the best interest of the organisation, the probability of financial distress can be reduced. The problem is that, in common with financial accounting, we do not yet have an accepted, systematic and reliable system for measuring and routinely reporting levels of financial risk in organisations. Consequently, the development of rigorous techniques for financial risk measurement should be a key priority for management accounting research.

The difficulty with this suggestion is that it requires two things that are absent from most present management accounting research: finding solutions to technical problems and a multi-disciplinary approach.

On the first point, the research published in most well-known academic management accounting journals in recent years concentrates on qualitative case study descriptions of practice and surveys of perceptions of managers and accountants about various matters (Riaz, 2009; Bhimani, 2002). We know a lot more, qualitatively, about what is going on in management accounting within organisations and perceptions of what is going on but, apart from advances in information technology and computational techniques generally, we know little more about how management accounting per se can be improved technically.

Normative issues relating to the design of better measurement systems, once the core of the discipline are rarely published (Bromwich, 1999/2000). Developments in this area, where they occur, now appear in journals of mathematics, operations research and operations management, mostly inaccessible to the management accounting academic as well as the management accounting practitioner (Rosenzweig, 2009).

The second thing that is absent from most management accounting research, a multi-discipline approach, is related to the first. The management accounting needs of organisations, while having commonalities, are to some extent specific to individual organisations. Implementations of so-called ‘strategic management accounting’ (SMA) systems show that generic enterprise resource managements systems (ERPs) such as SAP and Oracle require extensive and expensive tailoring to suit special needs (Kakouris and
Polychronopoulos, 2005). The ubiquitous presence of legacy systems and the problem of their integration into ERPs bear witness to this fact (Beheshti, 2006). Consequently, management accounting research that addresses the issue of the better design of management accounting systems requires the involvement of not only management accountants but also information technology and management specialists and, quite possibly, statisticians, mathematicians and engineers.

The need for a more multi-disciplinary approach to management accounting research and the lack of interest in technical measurement issues is reflected in the literature in examples such as Lewellyn (2003), Otley (2008) and Langfield-Smith (2008). Lewellyn explores the ‘level of theorizing’ in management accounting research and concludes that what counts as the subject matter of theory is currently too narrowly defined and that the full range of the significant empirical phenomena that characterizes management accounting is not being properly researched. Otley emphasizes the need to move beyond the confines of an artificially restricted management accounting function. Langfield-Smith suggests that SMAs may no longer be useful in describing management accounting techniques or approaches and that, in the future, the focus should be on how SMA-inspired techniques diffuse into more general practice and into organizational processes. The academic literature is, however, long on commentaries of general problems afflicting the ‘strategic’ shortcomings of management accounting research but short on solutions to key issues such as effective ways to measure financial risk.

**Japanese perspectives on management accounting**

Japan’s theorizing about management accounting is at the same time more cohesive in a societal context, more mystical and ‘Eastern’ (at least to Western rationalist eyes) and more interested in technological aspects of the discipline.

In the accounting literature countries such as Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the United States are considered micro-economic in their accounting focus. Japan, in contrast, along with countries such as France, Germany, Sweden and Spain, is considered to have a macro-economic focus (Nobes, 1983). This characteristic is essentially derived from the design of the ancestor accounting systems by which Japan’s own system was influenced. Nevertheless, it reinforces the point made by a number of author’s that, in order to understand Japanese accounting, one must understand Japanese culture, business practices, history and so on (Nishimura et al, 1997).

Group consciousness, interdependence in personal and corporate relationships, interlocking *keiretsu*, and strong political control over business affairs make for a different accounting environment compared with the more open market environment and rationalist traditions of western nations. As the influence of Japanese culture distinguishes their management practices from Western models, Japan has added a particularist flavour to its management accounting techniques. In a distinctively Japanese style of theorising, Nishimura argues for the integration of what he terms the three aspects of ‘minimization’, ‘maximization’ and ‘optimization’ into a new type of management accounting (Nishimura, 2003).

However, having until recently been seen as exemplars of innovative management practices, recent survey results show that Japanese executives both in Japan and in the US believe their management system is in crisis. The *keiretsu* has become less important. They increasingly engage in mergers and acquisitions and display major shifts in HRM practices away from
Japanese traditions. An increased influence of western management practices has become evident and some foreign executives in Japan are considered to be role models. Innovation has largely been neglected (Pudelko and Mendenhall, 2007).

Based on a survey of 101 Japanese manufacturing firms, Nishimura and Willett (2005) found that well under one-fifth of the respondent firms adopt the modern management accounting systems advocated by researchers, such as activity-based costing and the balanced scorecard. Nishimura explains how Japanese management techniques such as JIT, TQC, and target costing have acted to suppress the adoption of the balanced scorecard in Japan. The Japanese focus in practice is mainly on cost design (genka kaikaku) and cost improvement (genka kaizen) for internal control and market strategy (Nishimura and Willett, 2005). The fundamental approach in Japanese management accounting system is based on high quality and low cost. The influence of cost and quality centred management is clearly visible among the business strategies of Japanese companies.

This approach is not necessarily effective in the context of the current global economic environment, however. Japanese firms are concerned about cost reduction practices in order to be competitive and profitable but there is little evidence of adaptability to changed conditions through experimentation with alternative approaches. Japanese managers seem to use the same cost approach that has failed to provide positive outcomes over more than a decade. The 2009 Japan Company Handbook recounts how 80 firms whose management generally held in a 1993 survey that their company was deficient in areas such as personnel development, innovation and marketing strategy are still struggling with losses or declining profits 16 years later, as they continue with the traditional strategies of cost cutting, reducing manpower and reducing inventory.

The malaise in the approach of some large Japanese organisations is sometimes transmitted to smaller firms through the not well-thought-through adoption of models of the former by the latter. Hopper et al’s (1999) exploratory study of small and medium sized (SME) Japanese manufacturing firms in Kyushu found that many were using costing systems similar to larger organizations, but were not using the resulting information effectively for decision making or performance evaluation.

Japanese managers admit the need of re-structuring. They concentrate on market growth at the cost of low profits while continuing cost cutting strategies (Pudelko and Mendenhall, 2007). Managers are aware of the need for profit generation but, often under crisis management, they are focusing more on core competencies, limiting over-diversification, re-structuring value chains, engaging in more mergers and acquisitions, scaling down company networks (keiretsu) and reducing subsidiaries or suppliers (Japan Company Handbook, 2009). This is essentially a defensive, withdrawal strategy maintaining the focus in management accounting on cost cutting and quality improving processes. It is unclear that this focus is in Japan’s best interests in the present state of world markets.

Providing a conceptual analysis of value-based management with reference to Japanese practice, Nishimura suggests that, given the severe competition in international markets, short-lived consumer sentiment and rapid change in technology, management should enhance not only the effective and efficient value of the product, but also enterprise value for competitive advantage. To achieve this, management should look forward and be pro-active, while management accounting should serve the management with useful information on risk and opportunity (Nishimura, 2007).
Objectives, strategies and tactics to address the cause of the financial crisis

The objective of management accounting is, and always has been, to inform better management decisions. Scandals and financial crises show, however, that better management decisions are not just about maximising short-run profits. Incentive systems have to be carefully thought through to ensure managers act in the best interests of their organisations. Decisions have to be made to allow sustainable long-run development. But the most important weakness in the armoury of management accounting lies in the narrow area of technique, the central issue of accounting measurement, in the valid and reliable representation of financial risk.

The mushrooming of unidentified and unmeasured financial risk is the final cause of the present financial crisis. We can design incentive schemes to reduce the likelihood that managers will behave badly. We can force ourselves to consider the longer term, the important non-financial dimension of decisions and the impact of these on our environment. However, unless we can measure the extent of risk in the decisions we make and communicate these effectively, recent history is likely to be repeated. The development of valid and reliable financial risk measurement is thus the single most important challenge facing management accounting researchers.

How can practitioners help researchers address this most important problem? We already have the theory and the techniques to provide a solution (e.g. see Falta, et al, 2006). What is needed is a partnership between academics and practitioners to develop the theory, models, methods and techniques and to implement these in the management systems of organisations. Researchers need access to the internal workings of organisations and sponsorship to provide the resources necessary to produce a successful product in a timely manner. The research teams required to achieve success in this endeavour are multi-disciplinary: accountants, information scientists, management theorists etc.

Teams such as this are already employed through government and privately funded research centres in some countries (e.g. see www.cieam.com). This model works well but it not yet widely used outside of a relatively few isolated research programs. This is a pity because universities, especially business faculties, contain largely untapped human and technical resources that could be used in partnerships with business organisations to find solutions to the technological challenge facing management accounting. Resources are needed to support such collaborative research. However, the cost of collaboration is certain to be much less than other alternatives to solving these problems. Universities and business organisations should therefore proactively seek collaboration with a view to management accounting research making a positive contribution to improved financial risk measurement.
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